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The Case For Alex Jones

Alex Jones did something bad—something real bad. He brought doubt to millions of lis-
teners, and in doing so, inflicted pain and suffering on parents who had lost children.

But in that process, no one was killed or was inflicted with grievous bodily harm. 
What Jones did was to utter an opinion that he likely regrets each day, for which he 
apologizes, an apology not heard in any way by the establishment. And why is that?

Jones' career in a major way parallels that of Julian Assange. Alex began as an in-
vestigative reporter who did good work. He infiltrated secret (Davos-style) organiza-
tions and exposed them to the light of day. He uncovered nasty things about the reign 
of 'Bush the Younger' for which he was lauded and applauded by Hillary and Obama.

Like Assange, at some point, Jones' investigations exposed the 'left'—and being the 
kind of people they are they wanted blood—his blood. Inevitable blood for which they 
were willing to wait because Alex Jones, a strident, rough-spoken, pursuer of conspira-
cies, focused on his mission 24/7, hosting endless on-air hours for which he could not 
possibly fact-check all data and speculation he presented. Imagine the state of mind 
that none-stop chasing of conspiracies—on air—begets. And what that does to you. 

Jones got caught up in his own conspiracy, purportedly calling 'Sandy Hook' a 'set-
up' that didn't happen—functioning like a 'Kennedy assassination expert', able to speak 
for hours about something that may or may not have happened—like someone who 
purports to have the actual footage of Bush (Cheney), setting charges in 'building 7'.  
The difference being that Jones saw the error of his theory, and soon let it go.

It didn't matter to the 'establishment', because, for them, it wasn't about 'Sandy 
Hook'. Instead, what the 'left' had in store for Jones after he defected—that he would 
be strung-up and cancelled—disappeared. That is behind the billion and half buck fine
—put an end to 'Info Wars'. Nobody gets a 1.5 billion dollar fine for something they said
—not in a world where health regulators are able to kill millions with total immunity.

The most important constitutional amendment is the 1st, because nothing is more 
important to a free people than the right to speak one's mind and express one's opin-
ions. More important than 'assembly' or 'petition' and parallel with a 'free press', free 
speech is fundamental to the Bill of Rights—and the basis for a constitutional republic.

1st Amendment 'Free speech' (outside of slander/libel), guarantees a right to ex-
press our opinions, and, if our opinions do not put lives in jeopardy, those opinions are 



protected speech,  subject to challenge by other opinions—but sanctified as our right.
However, in a 'woke' world where somebody's feelings are seen as more important 

than free-speech rights (ordained by God), Europeans can be subjected to 3 years in 
prison for stating that a man cannot 'by definition' become a woman. This conjures up  
the insanity of 'Salem witch trials', or 'body snatchers' films. Are we really that bad-off?

Jones' understanding of the Ukraine War is that of an 'insider'. He sides with the 
neocons, accusing Putin of murdering Ukrainians and destroying Ukraine. He avoids or 
doesn't understand that Russia occupies 'ethical high ground' for the invasion—that 
blame belongs to NATO (actually the US)—and 'his' opinion 'is' putting lives at risk.

I don't listen to Alex Jones unless he is being interviewed by someone such as 
Judge Andrew Napolitano or Del Bigtree from the HighWire. But I defend his right to his 
opinions and I 'accuse' any who would censor him or criminalize him for his opinions.

When will Americans get it—that the freedoms they have enjoyed for hundreds of 
years could not have existed without free speech? That for each generation comes a 
heinous, resurgent, tyrannical push to obliterate free speech—our most essential right.  

Deluged by propaganda, most Americans cannot even get to the essential ques-
tions. During what is possibly the coldest and most widespread winter storm since 
Washington wintered-over at Valley Forge, the New York Times was 'right there' with an 
explanation of how 'climate change' (that used to be 'global warming'), is the cause.

Is there climate change? Who knows? Does the NYT know? They do not. But what 
they do know and what is fact is that they 'buried America' with misinformation and 
withheld information from us such that we can't trust elections or TV political analysts.

Free speech, for which Jones is a proponent, lies moribund and dying across the 
northern plains in a -50 degree wind-chill factor. Any who freeze to death this winter, as 
grids go down and there is no natural gas to replace lost electricity will have been 
manslaughter-ed by political ideology brought to you by the FBI, the Biden family, and 
the networks.  By opinions forced on us by stupid, evil, and possibly insane ideologues.

Alex Jones is anathema to 'woke culture'. If I were the trial judge and one of the par-
ents from 'Sandy Hook' stepped forward and laid him out-cold, I would rule that 'justice 
had been served' and the case was closed—a verdict I assume Jones would accept.

But that's not what happens, is it? Assange wastes away (under multiple presidents), 
for having reported that which needed reporting. Same with Snowden who is a national 
treasure. But no, anyone that writes something coherent about any of these persons, 
especially Jones (and of course Putin), interviews them, or is seen with them, is allied 
with them. With addition of FBI malfeasance—it traces back to foreign interference.     

Political ideologies, not Jones, are those causing grievous bodily harm through sup-
pression of American rights. Many thousands of messages from the FBI to Twitter were 
intended to censure establishment ideology critique, which doubtless caused countless 
deaths. Surely the FBI is not banal or stupid enough to believe any of its own crap. If 
that is the case the evil the FBI brought is not 'business as usual'—it is treasonous.

Here's some free speech: Jones should be ashamed—and he is. But, it is not Jones 
who needs 'accused' for his opinions, it is an entire panoply of US leaders that kill our 
children, destroy our economy, and if we end up in it—they are the cause for WW3.

The Alex Jones fine can be another Christmas present for Zelensky (who is no 
Churchill), instead an 'insulting armaments beggar' for yet another US proxy war of lies.  
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